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Australian resources companies have always had to contend with fluctuating commodity prices.
However, the volatility of today’s markets – combined with the introduction of mineral and carbon
taxes – is introducing unprecedented levels of uncertainty and therefore risk.
In June 2012 alone, the Reserve Bank’s Index of Commodity Prices fell 1.7% in Australian dollar
terms. Over the past year, it dropped 9.9% in Australian dollar terms. The industry doesn’t know if
this is a blip or a long-term trend, though the implications can already be seen, for example in media
reports of BHP Billiton’s decision to delay its $80 billion investment program.
Whose responsibility is it to consider this kind of macroeconomic or market risk during the business
planning or capital allocation process? How can awareness of these risks trickle down through an
organisation and become embedded in decision-making processes, equipping management teams
with the tools they need to respond effectively to changing market conditions? How can finance
teams see how their models might be affected by risks like falling market prices, and know the
organisation’s tolerance for potential variations?
Because risks such as changing commodity prices are hard to predict, there is no easy answer to
these questions, especially given the fast-changing and highly interconnected nature of today’s
global economy. However, as we discuss in this article, Deloitte believes that Chief Financial Officers
(CFOs) can play a critical role in helping their organisations make better, more risk-aware decisions,
by working to formalise connections between the strategy, risk and finance functions.
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Why risk matters
A key outcome of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) is that
Boards are far more interested in understanding how
much risk their organisations take on. As the Group of
Senior Supervisors found in investigating the root causes
of the banking crisis, one of the key catalysts was ‘a
disparity between the risks that their firms took and those
that their Boards of directors perceived the firms to be
taking’.1
In our latest survey of audit committee chairs in top
Australian companies, completed in late 2011,
risk management was seen as the most pressing issue
on the Board agenda for the next 12 to 24 months.
Committee chairs were focused on ensuring their
companies had robust risk management frameworks
and internal controls, and were particularly keen
to understand strategic risks and the potential for
unpredictable (‘black swan’) events to decimate value.
Boards have been working hard to define their
organisations’ risk appetites. They are also striving to
ensure this definition is communicated to executives
and the organisation in a meaningful manner, and is
embedded in decision-making processes – especially the
processes surrounding financial decisions. This often leads
to organisations assessing their core business, based on
the insight that risk often increases as companies stray
into non-core areas (see Figure [1]).
At the same time, our quarterly surveys of CFOs have
found that a level of cautious optimism is returning.
Companies want to control risks and preserve value,
but they’re also starting to look for growth again.
The challenge for CFOs is to reconcile these often
conflicting goals of controlling risk appetite while
pursuing growth opportunities.

1. Senior Supervisors Group, ‘Risk Management Lessons from the Global Banking Crisis of 2008’, 21 October 2009, page 4.
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Example 1: Outside-in
Strategic Alignment and risk profile of opportunities

Strategic alignment
based on:
• Strategic adjacency
(cost, customer,
channel, competitors,
capability sharing)
• Strategic attractiveness
(market growth,
market leadership,
industry consolidation,
ability to add value,
country rating,
cyclicality)

Strategic
Link
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1 Step
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2 Steps
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Risk calculated through combination of:
• Level 1: Execution, geo-political, governance, external factors
• Level 2: Capital project, investment, ability to execute, sovereign, regulatory, country,
existing business, ownership, planning, market, hazard, external economy.

This chart – adopted from a presentation given at our Melbourne CFO forum by Jamie Rintel, Incitec Pivot Limited’s President of
Strategy & Business Development – illustrates how an organisation can gain a visual understanding of investment opportunities.
This process involves considering whether the opportunity relates to core or non-core business (strategic alignment), the range of risk
factors the opportunity presents (such as execution, geopolitical, project and economic risks), and the size of the organisation.
At a glance, decision makers can see that the opportunities at the top left carry low risk and are close to the organisation’s core
business, but would deliver relatively small gains compared to opportunities with medium to high risk which, prima facie,
have significantly more revenue potential. They can also get a sense of how risks would accumulate across the portfolio.
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Towards a new model
We believe the key to achieving these new, risk-informed
views is to firm up the often informal links between the
strategy, risk and finance functions, and to align the
techniques used across these disciplines so that strategic
option analysis, risk analysis and financial forecasting are
explicitly linked. But what does that mean in practice and
how is it different to what many companies are already
doing?
While many organisations profess a commitment to risk
management and risk-aware decision making, the reality
is that these concepts are often considered informally or
inconsistently across various levels within a company.
In turn, important analysis and insights are often
lost as key decisions filter down from the Board to
group executives and divisional management teams,
and ultimately through to operational teams. At the
same time, there can be a disproportionate focus
on the negative implications of new strategies and
opportunities, which may hamper innovation and value
creation.
This is why we see CFOs as central in the risk equation.
CFOs have visibility across the business and play a key
role in deciding which initiatives receive or retain funding.
This means they are ideally positioned to help their
organisations understand and evaluate the potential
financial and operational impact of the various strategic
options presented during planning processes.
CFOs can also advise on the financial implications of
investment that is aimed at realising strategic goals.
Specifically, they can create more explicit connections
between strategic options, perceived future risks and
capital allocation decisions, at the business unit and
portfolio levels.
It can be useful in this context to draw distinctions
between operational risk management and strategic risk
management. CFOs can also map the development of
strategic risk capabilities on a maturity curve – accepting
that the organisation may start low then develop its
capacity over time.
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Enhancing the organisation’s approach
To make these connections, CFOs may need their
organisation to adopt enhanced approaches to risk
management and risk-based reporting. At the centre of
these new approaches should be a suite of techniques
and approaches that enable the following three levels of
risk analysis:
• Amplifying current risks – Organisations should
adopt techniques to help identify and analyse the
risks that matter today, and to help decision makers
understand underlying risk drivers, root causes and
their potential impact on strategies, corporate plans
and forecasts
• Demystifying looming risks – Organisations should
develop approaches that help teams look ahead
and understand how emerging macro-economic
conditions, new regulations and other changes could
impact organisational strategies and plans.
These techniques should also help teams understand
the interdependencies between these events,
and their potential cumulative impact on strategy
• Anticipating future risks – Companies should adopt
modelling and other techniques that help teams go
beyond easily identifiable factors to consider longer
range or less likely risks that could have a significant
impact on strategy, and that help teams develop
alternative scenarios so they can formulate mitigating
plans and strategies.

The role of strategy, risk and finance
Strategy, risk and finance teams all have essential parts to
play in making this new, more forward-looking
approach work.
Strategy groups can help link strategic planning to
risk-return approaches, as well as helping their
organisations better understand the impact of emerging
risks and opportunities.
Risk teams can assist by developing clearer and more
pragmatic means of helping the organisation define its
risk appetite and tolerances. They can also be central to
scenario planning and the analysis and understanding of
exposures across the business.
Finance teams can support these changes by managing
investments and having a clear view of the probability
of achieving specific budgets and plans. Finance should
also be the focal point for robust discussions about the
potential upsides and downsides presented by various
opportunities.
By leading the finance team while being across strategy
and risk, CFOs can be catalysts for integration in a
way that helps drive transparency and illuminates
conversations. Most importantly, they can bring a wide
range of factors together to help the CEO, Board and
other leaders consider the full ramifications of decisions in
a positive and holistic way.

A key step is to stress-test the organisation’s forecasts
and strategic plans when they are exposed to a wide
range of risks, from immediate internal issues to national
or international concerns. The goal is to take the concept
of adjusting expected returns for risk, and then apply that
concept to forecasting, strategic planning,
investment analysis and portfolio management.
This is a level of risk-adjusted return forecasting that
many organisations find difficult to achieve. However,
making risk a central factor in planning and investment
decisions is essential if organisations are to meet the
demands of Boards, investors, regulators, staff,
customers and other stakeholders.
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Risk-based capital allocation in action
The following three models and approaches highlight
how strategy, risk and finance considerations can be
integrated within organisations.
The outside-in model
This model – presented at our Melbourne CFO forum
by Jamie Rintel, President of Strategy & Business
Development at Incitec Pivot Limited – illustrates how a
business can consider the local and/or global economic

environment and the risks and opportunities presented
to business units. These risks and opportunities are then
mapped to show where the organisation stands to gain
most by investing, and where its returns could be most
at risk. The goal is to balance the company’s portfolio to
achieve the best alignment between its growth aspiration
and risk appetite, by considering key business variables
against a range of external scenarios.

Example 2: Outside-in
Market and internal portfolio overlay

New Markets

Existing Markets

Investment Principle 1
(e.g. Optimise assets on ground)

E[r]

Investment Principle 2
(e.g. Invest in market
infrastructure)

Investment Principle 1

Investment Principle 2

Return

Market Growth

High

Low

Operating Principle 2
(e.g. Seek top-line growth)

Operating Principle 1
(e.g. Run for cash)
Operating Principle 1

Operating Principle 2

Risk

σ

• Maximise portfolio expected returns for a given amount of portfolio risk
• Define each business unit’s role and expected level of risk/return based on market footprint:
-- Principles for operation
-- What type of investment willing to make
• Aim is to balance the portfolio to align with the company’s growth/earnings aspirations and tolerance for risk.

In these examples, the organisation considers strategic growth options in terms of market growth potential, the company’s
experience, risk and return, to determine where and how much to invest.
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The cell-based model (inside-out)
This model – presented at our Sydney and Brisbane
CFO forums by Jon Ma, a Partner at Deloitte Strategy &
Operations – illustrates how a company can start with
a granular, internal view; identify those parts of the
business that have strong prospects; then assess whether
these areas have a ‘right’ to investment. A key factor
is the amount of risk associated with each potential
investment. Once a group wins capital, its performance
is tracked to see whether it can build momentum and in
turn secure further support. Wider market risk factors are
taken into account, but as a secondary consideration

Ongoing monitoring of risk drivers
Whereas the previous two models focus on considering
risk and opportunity factors before making a specific
investment decision, the focus of an ongoing approach is
to identify a range of risk drivers than can be tracked on
a continuing basis. This monitoring approach make risks
visible; clearly links key risks to financial performance;
balances current and early-warning risk indicators;
considers high-level industry factors through to
company-specific issues; and is based on data that is
updated regularly to ensure risk ratings remain valid. This
analysis is typically rolled up into dashboard and portfolio
views for the Board and senior decision makers to review.

Example 3: Cell-based growth
Investment decisions based on performance and market

Example 4: Ongoing monitor of risk drivers
Portfolio view
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